The Absence of Indoleamine 2,3-Dioxygenase Inhibits Retinal Capillary Degeneration in Diabetic Mice
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PURPOSE. Loss of retinal capillary endothelial cells and pericytes through apoptosis is an early event in diabetic retinopathy (DR). Inflammatory pathways play a role in early DR, yet the biochemical mechanisms are poorly understood. In this study, we investigated the role of indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO), an inflammatory cytokine-inducible enzyme, on retinal endothelial apoptosis and capillary degeneration in the diabetic retina.

METHODS. IDO was detected in human and mouse retinas by immunohistochemistry or Western blotting. Interferon-γ (IFN-γ) levels were measured by ELISA. IDO levels were measured in human retinal capillary endothelial cells (HREC) cultured in the presence of IFN-γ ± 25 mM D-glucose. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) were measured using CM-H2DCFDA dye and apoptosis was measured by cleaved caspase-3. The role of IDO in DR was determined in IDO knockout (IDO−/−) mice with streptozotocin-induced diabetes.

RESULTS. The IDO and IFN-γ levels were higher in human diabetic retinas with retinopathy relative to nondiabetic retinas. Immunohistochemical data showed that IDO is present in capillary endothelial cells. IFN-γ upregulated the IDO and ROS levels in HREC. The blockade of either IDO or kynurenine monooxygenase led to inhibition of ROS in HREC. Apoptosis through this pathway was inhibited by an ROS scavenger, TEMPO. Capillary degeneration was significantly reduced in diabetic IDO−/− mice compared to diabetic wild-type mice.

CONCLUSIONS. The results suggest that the kynurenine pathway plays an important role in the inflammatory damage in the diabetic retina and could be a new therapeutic target for the treatment of DR.
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Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is the most common cause of visual impairment in industrialized countries. With 79 million people in the United States satisfying the criteria for prediabetes, the prevalence of DR is predicted to increase manyfold in the coming years. The exact series of events involved in the pathogenesis of retinal vascular, neuronal, and glial dysfunction in DR remains elusive.

Chronic retinal inflammation resulting from hyperglycemia is associated with the onset and progression of early DR. Inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-1β, IL-6, and interferon-γ (IFN-γ) are elevated in the blood, retina, vitreous, and aqueous humor of diabetics, causing an imbalance between proapoptotic and prosurvival signals. Capillary cell death occurs in the presence of elevated cytokines. Although TNF-α, IL-1β, and IL-6 are strongly associated with DR, very little is known about the role of IFN-γ in the pathogenesis of DR.

IFN-γ is a pleiotropic, dimeric soluble cytokine that is mainly secreted by T-helper 1 cells, cytotoxic T cells, dendritic cells, and natural killer cells. It promotes macrophage, B-cell, and T-cell activation. IFN-γ is elevated in the serum and eyes of patients with diabetes, in diabetic rat retinas, and in the vitreous of patients with proliferative vitreoretinopathy (PVR), uveitis, and other inflammatory ocular conditions. IFN-γ inhibits proliferation and tube formation in human umbilical vein endothelial cells, induces endothelial cell apoptosis, and inhibits neovascularization in a metastatic brain tumor mouse model. Notably, IFN-γ is the most potent known inducer of indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO).

IDO is primarily produced by activated macrophages and certain tumor cells. It is the key regulatory enzyme in the kynurenine pathway and initiates the oxidative cleavage of L-tryptophan (L-Trp) to N-formyl kynurenine (Nfk). Nfk is converted to NAD+ through a series of intermediates, which include kynurenine (Kyn) and 3-hydroxy kynurenine (3OH-Kyn). Kyn is formed from Nfk through the action of kynurenine formamidase, and 3OHKyn is formed from Kyn through kynurenine monooxygenase (KMO), which is a mitochondrial NADPH-dependent enzyme. Kynurenine pathway intermediates can induce apoptosis in a number of cell
types. Our previous work has linked Kyn with G2/M cell cycle arrest and SOHkyn with lens epithelial cell apoptosis in vitro. The purpose of this study was to determine whether IFN-γ induces IDO expression in human retinal endothelial cells (HREC) and to determine the role of IDO in an experimental model of DR. When this work was in progress, Hu et al. published a paper that showed higher levels of IDO in human and rat diabetic retinas when compared to nondiabetic retinas. In flat-mount retinas IDO was shown to be localized primarily in microglia in that study.

**Methods**

**Tissue Samples**

Eyes were obtained from 17 diabetic (both T1 or T2) donors (average age = 64 years, range, 54–74 years) and 11 nondiabetic donors (average age = 64 years, range, 53–74 years) within 8 to 10 hours of death from the Midwest Eye Bank (now Eversight) in Ann Arbor, Michigan, United States. This study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the Declaration of Helsinki. The diabetic donors were split between those without any signs of DR and those with mild retinopathy (few microaneurysms), as demonstrated by fundus photograph and optical coherence tomography. The duration of diabetes ranged from 2 to 40 years and the hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) levels ranged from 5.5% to 9.7%. There were no significant differences in either duration or HbA1c levels between diabetic donors with and without retinopathy. The groups consisted predominantly of Caucasians and females. Neither diabetic nor nondiabetic donors had any significant ocular history other than cataract surgery.

**Immunohistochemistry**

Ocular globes were dissected and processed by sequential incubation in a sucrose gradient before being embedded in a mix of OCT (optimal cutting temperature) compound (Tissue-Tek, Torrance, CA, USA) and 20% sucrose (1:1). Eight-micrometer-thick sections were prepared and permeabilized in a solution of 0.3% Triton X-100 and blocking in 3% normal donkey serum + 1% BSA. The sections were rinsed briefly in PBS and incubated with antibodies to IDO (mouse monoclonal, 1:200 dilution; Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA; Cat. No. MAB5412), PECAM-1 (rabbit polyclonal, 1:200 dilution; Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA, USA; Cat. No. 77699), and CD-34 (rabbit monoclonal, 1:200 dilution; Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA; Cat. No. ab81289) in blocking buffer. The sections were then incubated with appropriate secondary antibodies conjugated with either Texas Red or Oregon Green (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), rinsed, and permanently mounted with 1% BSA. The medium was changed every 48 hours.

**Measurement of IDO Activity**

HREC were lysed with M-PER (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) containing a diluted protease inhibitor cocktail (1:100) and centrifuged at 14,000g for 10 minutes, and the supernatant was separated. The supernatant protein concentration was measured using the bicinchoninic acid assay method with a BSA standard. Lysate from HREC was incubated with a reaction mixture (50 mM sodium phosphate buffer [pH 6.5], 20 mM ascorbic acid sodium salt, 200 mM bovine pancreatic catalase, 10 μM methylene blue, and 400 μM L-Trp) at 37°C for 1 hour. After stopping the reaction with 30% trichloroacetic acid, the samples were incubated at 65°C for 15 minutes followed by centrifugation at 20,000g. The supernatant was analyzed by C18-RP 10 µl HPLC against a Kyn standard. One IDO unit is defined as one nmol Kyn formed/mg protein/h.

**SDS-PAGE and Western Blotting**

Lysates of HREC were resolved by SDS-PAGE (12%), electrophoretically transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane, blocked with 5% non-fat dry milk in Tris Buffered Saline with Tween 20 (NFDM/TBST), and incubated overnight with an antibody against IDO (Millipore, 1:1000 dilution) or β-actin (Cell Signaling; Cat. No. 4970, 1:5000 dilution), each diluted in 5% NFDM/TBST. Appropriate horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary antibodies were used. Proteins were detected using the SuperSignal West Pico or Femto Kit (Pierce Chemicals, Dallas, TX, USA). For IDO Western blotting in retinas, tissues from diabetic (5 months) and age-matched S129 mouse strains were sonicated with 1× radioluminoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer containing protease inhibitor cocktail (1:100). Protein at concentration of 40 μg was loaded on 4% to 12% gradient gels. Membranes were blocked with 5% NFDM/TBST after wet transfer, then incubated overnight with IDO (1:500 dilution) or β-actin (Millipore; Cat. No. 1501, 1:5000 dilution). Images were captured by GE Typhoon FLA 9000 (Pittsburgh, PA, USA).

**Measurement of IDO mRNA by Quantitative PCR**

Total RNA was extracted from the cultured HREC using the RNeasy Plus Mini Kit (Qiagen, Redwood City, CA, USA). RNA was reverse transcribed to generate cDNA using the QuantiTect Reverse Transcription Kit (Qiagen). Quantitative PCR with SYBR green detection was performed using a Bio-Rad iCycler IQ thermocycler (Billerica, MA, USA) with the following sets of primers: IDO, 5′ GCA AAT GCA AGA ACG GGA CAC T (sense) and 5′ TCA GGG AGA CCA GAG CTT TCA CAC (antisense), and
**ELISA for IFN-γ**

The contralateral eyes from diabetic and nondiabetic donors used for the immunohistochemistry experiments were dissected at the time of recovery. Individual ocular tissues, including the peripheral retinas, were rapidly frozen on dry ice before storage at −80°C until processing. A piece of nonfixed peripheral retina was isolated and homogenized by sonication in 150 μL M-PER buffer. Mouse retinas were processed similarly with 100 μL M-PER buffer. Whole blood was collected from diabetic and nondiabetic mice. Serum was separated and stored at −80°C until analysis. IFN-γ was quantified using the OptEIA Human or Mouse IFN-γ ELISA Kit (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) per the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Assessment of Cell Viability**

The ability of HREC to bioreduce a tetrazolium compound (3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-5-[3-carboxymethoxyphenyl]-2-[4-sulfophenyl]-2H-tetrazolium, inner salt; MTS from Sigma-Aldrich Corp.) in the mitochondria was measured by determining the formation of a colored formazan compound via spectrophotometric detection at 570 nm. The number of viable cells per well in 96-well plates was calculated from a standard curve that was obtained using 0 to 1000 HREC/well.

**ROS Determination**

ROS generation was measured by fluorescence microscopy using CM-H2DCFDA (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA). The fluorescence intensity emitted by HREC grown in 48-well plates was measured using Meta Morph software (Molecular Devices, San Jose, CA, USA) and is represented by a bar graph.

**Induction of Diabetes in Mice and Assessment of Retinal Capillary Degeneration**

All animal experiments were performed under strict adherence to the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research and in accordance with the institutional guidelines. IDO knockout (IDO−/−) and wild-type (WT) mice (all on C57BL/6J background) were obtained from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME, USA). Male IDO−/− and WT mice at 3 months of age were administered five sequential intraperitoneal injections of streptozotocin (MP Biomedicals, Solon, OH, USA) solution freshly prepared in citrate buffer (pH 4.5) at a dose of 55 mg/kg body weight on 5 consecutive days (to animals fasted for 6 hours) to induce diabetes. Neutral protamine hagedorn (NPH) insulin (0.2 units) was administered subcutaneously up to three times a week to prevent weight loss. After 8 months of diabetes, animals were killed for biochemical and histopathologic studies. Retinal capillary bed preparation

---

**Figure 1.** Characterization of isolated HREC. Isolated HREC were characterized by (A) PECAM-1 immunostaining and (B) an assay of Dil-Ac-LDL uptake. The images are representative of three independent experiments. Scale bar: 100 μm.

β-actin, 5′ AGG CAC CAG GGC GTG AT (sense) and GCC CAC ATA GGA ATC CTT CTG AC (antisense).
FIGURE 2. IFN-γ and IDO expression are elevated in human diabetic retinas. (A) Immunohistochemistry of retinal sections shows IDO (red) colocalizing with CD-34 (green) in the capillary endothelium (arrowheads) of the retina of diabetic donors with retinopathy (right). IDO-positive staining was also observed in the capillary endothelium of the retina of diabetic donors without retinopathy (middle) and nondiabetic donors (left), but the signal appears diffuse and less intense (arrowheads). Additionally, some of the IDO signal in the inner retina of diabetic donors with retinopathy appears not to colocalize with CD-34 (arrows), suggesting expression in other cells of the retina. Nuclei are stained with DAPI (blue). (B) IFN-γ levels were measured by ELISA in retinal homogenates from age-matched nondiabetic (n = 9), diabetic (without retinopathy, n = 8), and diabetic (with retinopathy, n = 7) donors. Scale bar: 20 μm. *P < 0.05; NS, not significant.
and a blinded quantification of degenerated capillaries were performed as described previously. Briefly, whole eyes were fixed and digested with elastase for 1.5 hours at 37°C in an agitating water bath after washing with water for overnight. Following enzymatic digestion, eyes were washed with 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.5 for overnight, and isolated vasculature was laid on a glass microscopic slide. This was dried overnight and stained with hematoxylin and periodic acid Schiff.

**Statistics**

The data were analyzed using StatView software (v.5.0.1; SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA) and are presented as the mean ± SD of the specific number of experiments indicated in the figure legends. Statistical significance was evaluated using ANOVA followed by Fisher’s protected least significant difference test. The differences were considered significant at P < 0.05.

**RESULTS**

**Diabetes Leads to Increased IFN-γ and IDO Levels in Human Retinas**

In nondiabetic retinas, immunostaining revealed a faint and diffuse staining for IDO that colocalizes with CD-34, a marker of the retinal blood vessels. Immunostaining of retinas from diabetic donors also revealed a colocalization of IDO and CD-34, with a noticeably more defined and intense IDO-positive signal in retinal tissues of diabetic donors with retinopathy, suggesting the induction of IDO in the retinal capillary endothelium of DR patients (Fig. 2A, arrowheads). Of note, positive IDO signal was also detected in nonvascular cells of the ganglion cell layer (Fig. 2A, arrows). To quantify the impact of diabetes on IFN-γ, an ELISA was used to measure it in peripheral retinal lysates of diabetic donors with and without DR, as well as matched nondiabetic human donors. Interestingly, while only a trend toward higher levels could be observed in diabetic donors without retinopathy, a 50% increase in the IFN-γ levels (P < 0.05) was observed in the retina of diabetic donors with retinopathy relative to retinas from age-matched nondiabetic donors (Fig. 2B).

Consistent with the human data reported above, Western blotting analysis of IDO in the mouse retinal homogenates shows higher IDO content in the diabetic retina when compared to the nondiabetic retina (Fig. 3A). We would like to point out that there were two protein bands for IDO in both diabetic and nondiabetic retinas. While the band at 43 kDa is the expected one for IDO, the band at 39 kDa could be a splice variant or post-translationally modified protein. However, additional work, possibly mass spectrometric analysis, could confirm that the protein bands are two variants of IDO.

**HG Enhances IFN-γ–Mediated IDO Upregulation in HREC**

HREC were treated with varying concentrations of IFN-γ in the presence or absence of High Glucose (HG; 25 mM D-glucose). With HG, the induction of IDO by 2 and 5 U/mL IFN-γ was approximately 20% and 30% higher, respectively, than without HG (Figs. 4A, 4B). With 5 U/mL IFN-γ and HG, we found a 25% increase in IDO mRNA expression compared to that in cells without HG (Fig. 4C). In the absence of IFN-γ, HG alone slightly increased IDO expression but it was not statistically significant (Fig. 4C, inset). Osmotic (20 mM mannitol + 5 mM D-glucose) and metabolic (20 mM L-glucose + 5 mM D-glucose) controls in the presence of IFN-γ did not influence the IDO content similar to HG (Fig. 4D) or the activity (Fig. 4E). Neither TNF-α nor IL-1β had an inducible effect on IDO (Fig. 4F).
FIGURE 4. HG enhances the dose-dependent activation of IDO by IFN-γ in HREC. HREC were treated with 0, 2, and 5 U/mL IFN-γ in the presence or absence of HG for 48 hours. IFN-γ dose-dependently induced (A) IDO protein expression (43 kDa), (B) IDO activity, and (C) IDO mRNA (normalized to β-actin) levels. HG further enhanced the effects of IFN-γ on IDO expression and IDO activity. In (C) (inset), HG alone showed a slight but statistically insignificant increase in IDO. a, Control; b, HG alone; c, 2 U/mL IFN-γ; d, 2 U/mL IFN-γ + HG; e, 5 U/mL IFN-γ; f, 5 U/mL IFN-γ + HG. D-mannitol or L-glucose did not have similar effects on either (D) IDO content or (E) IDO activity. a, 2 U/mL IFN-γ; b, 2 U/mL IFN-γ + HG; c, 2 U/mL IFN-γ + L-glucose; d, 2 U/mL IFN-γ + D-mannitol. (F) IDO activity in HREC was unaffected by 10 ng/mL each of TNF-α and IL-1β treatment (48 hours) compared with untreated controls. The Western blots in (A, D) are from representative samples in each group. The bars are the mean ± SD of three independent experiments. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.005; ***P < 0.0005; NS, not significant.
Downstream Metabolic Products of IDO Reduce the Viability of HREC and Promote Apoptosis by Oxidative Stress

Kynurenines, primarily 3OHkyn, generate ROS. Cultured HREC were probed with CM-H2DCFDA, a cell-permeable dye that fluoresces after oxidation by ROS. The ROS content in HREC increased with IFN-γ concentration. MT (IDO inhibitor) and Ro61-8048 (KMO inhibitor) significantly reversed ROS production (Figs. 5A, 5B). IFN-γ decreased the number of viable cells in the presence of HG (Fig. 5C), while cotreatment with MT or Ro61-8048 reversed this effect. Consistently, we found that nearly 5% of the cells were apoptotic when treated with 5 U/ml IFN-γ + HG. TEMPOL, a cell-permeable free radical scavenger, blocked IFN-γ-induced caspase-3-mediated apoptosis in HREC, supporting the central role of ROS in this process (Figs. 5D, 5E).

Retinal Capillary Degeneration Is Reduced in IDO−/− Diabetic Mice

WT and IDO−/− mice were made diabetic by intraperitoneal streptozotocin injections. All diabetic mice, whether they
expressed IDO or not, had lower body weights (Fig. 6A) and higher fasting blood glucose levels (Fig. 6B) compared to nondiabetic mice, and diabetic mice had glycated hemoglobin levels of 12.5% (Fig. 6C). The mortality rate in diabetic mice was ~20% compared to 0% in nondiabetic WT and IDO−/− mice. Diabetic (WT) animals exhibited a significantly higher number of acellular capillaries relative to nondiabetic controls (Figs. 6D, 6E).

**DISCUSSION**

The diabetic retina shows evidence of dysregulated proinflammatory factors, such as IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-6, IFN-γ, and TNF-α, as well as leukostasis and microglial activation. Various inflammatory pathways act as key mediators in the development and progression of DR. In the present study, we focused on IDO, an IFN-γ-inducible enzyme of the Kyn pathway. We hypothesized that if IFN-γ was upregulated in diabetic retina, it would promote IDO synthesis with potential cellular implications. To verify this hypothesis, we measured the IFN-γ levels in human retinas. IFN-γ was increased by 50% in diabetic retinas (with retinopathy) when compared to nondiabetic samples. Next, we checked whether the elevated IFN-γ affected IDO in diabetic retinas by immunohistochemistry. Retinal sections from diabetic donors were intensely labeled for IDO with colocalization in the retinal vascular endothelium. These observations point to a direct role of IFN-γ in the promotion of IDO synthesis in human diabetic retinas. The higher expression of IDO in diabetic mouse retinas in the absence of elevated IFN-γ is difficult to explain, but points to the possibility of other factors that could promote IDO synthesis.

At present, the source of IFN-γ in the retina is unclear. Although T cells and natural killer (NK) cells are considered major sources of IFN-γ, microglial cells have also been shown to produce IFN-γ. It is possible that elevated retinal IFN-γ in diabetes could be from microglia and possibly from T cells if they infiltrate the retina. In support of the microglial origin of IFN-γ, Hu et al. recently showed that IDO is present in human retinal microglial cells and its levels are increased in diabetic human and rat retinas.

Even though we were not able to measure human serum IFN-γ levels, there is much evidence that points to elevated IFN-γ levels in diabetes. We observed a 2.5-fold increase in serum IFN-γ levels in diabetic mice relative to nondiabetic mice. Whether elevated serum IFN-γ in diabetes has an effect on retinal IDO expression needs to be investigated.

We found that in the diabetic retina, IDO was primarily expressed in the retinal capillary endothelium and proposed that IFN-γ could promote IDO expression in those cells. We then tested how hyperglycemia affects IFN-γ-mediated IDO induction in HREC. IDO mRNA expression and protein content and activity were elevated in cells exposed to high glucose plus IFN-γ compared to cells incubated in normal glucose plus IFN-γ. Thus, in an uncontrolled diabetes-like environment (25 mM glucose)}
D-glucose is equivalent to \( \sim 450 \text{ mg/dL blood glucose} \), hyperglycemia would potentiate IDO induction by IFN-\( \gamma \). Further, IFN-\( \gamma \) induced IDO expression and activity in a dose-dependent manner. Other proinflammatory cytokines such as TNF-\( \alpha \) and IL-1\( \beta \) also potentiate IFN-\( \gamma \)-mediated IDO induction.\(^{46,47}\) Whether such a synergy occurs in HREC remains to be verified. We found that TNF-\( \alpha \) and IL-1\( \beta \) alone failed to induce IDO in HREC. Unlike our study with retinal sections, the study by Hu et al.\(^{33}\) used flat mounts of human and rat retinas for IDO detection. That study detected IDO in microglial cells, and higher levels in diabetic than nondiabetic retinas. Thus, diabetes could elevate IDO levels in both retinal vasculature and microglia and contribute to neurovascular damage.

De novo biosynthesis of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD\(^+\)) through the Kyn pathway produces several kynurenines with redox potential; that is, these metabolites can donate or accept electrons. Of the various metabolites, Kyn is implicated in worsening insulin resistance, and 3OHKyn is implicated in endothelial dysfunction, generation of free radicals, and cellular apoptosis.\(^{48-51}\) Under physiological conditions, a state of redox balance exists in the pathway. Increased IDO activity in diabetes causes an imbalance, with ROS overriding the antioxidant and mitochondrial protective mechanisms to cause oxidative stress. We tested if this was true in HREC and found that in cells exposed to IFN-\( \gamma \) plus high glucose, the generation of ROS was high. This oxidative stress was associated with reduced viability of HREC and an increase in apoptosis. Blocking the IDO with MT or the KMO with
Ro61-8048 in the presence of IFN-\(\gamma\) and high glucose significantly reduced ROS and improved viability of HREC. The cell-permeable ROS scavenger TEMPOL also reduced the number of apoptotic HREC. This provides evidence that metabolites of an imbalanced Kyn pathway shift the redox balance toward a pro-oxidative state, leading to cellular apoptosis. The early appearance of apoptotic endothelial cells and acellular capillaries in diabetic retinas might result from oxidative stress caused by an imbalance in the Kyn pathway due to upregulated IDO. This also provides an alternative mechanism for the observed inhibition of retinal capillary degeneration in diabetic animals receiving anti-inflammatory therapy.\(^{55,52,55}\) Additionally, the beneficial effects of antioxidant therapy on DR in experimental animals\(^{54}\) could be partly due to the inhibition of ROS formation from 3OHKyn. Our group has previously shown that inflammatory cytokines downregulate Hsp27 in HREC, inducing apoptosis.\(^{34}\) This could be an additional pathway for retinal endothelial cell apoptosis in diabetes.

Since IFN-\(\gamma\)-inducible IDO is the first and rate-limiting step of the Kyn pathway whose imbalance leads to oxidative stress and endothelial cell apoptosis, we investigated whether knocking out IDO in diabetic mice would affect the formation of retinal acellular capillaries. IDO\(^{-/-}\) diabetic mice had significantly fewer acellular capillaries when compared to WT diabetic mice and were comparable to nondiabetic mice. Figure 7 summarizes the possible events involved in IDO-mediated retinal capillary degeneration. Whether a similar mechanism contributes to retinal pericyte and ganglion cell apoptosis is yet to be determined.\(^{55,56}\) Kyn acts as an endothelium-derived relaxing factor and promotes vasodilation,\(^{57}\) suggesting that IDO might also play a role in retinal vascular regulation. Several pharmacologic agents are available for inhibition of IDO and KMO. Whether those agents would be protective against DR is yet to be determined.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion, the present study provides insights into the molecular mechanisms of diabetic endothelial cell apoptosis, wherein (1) elevated IFN-\(\gamma\) induces IDO in the retinal capillary endothelium, (2) hyperglycemia potentiates IFN-\(\gamma\)-mediated IDO expression, (3) oxidative stress plays a vital role in IDO-mediated endothelial cell apoptosis, and (4) the absence of IDO in diabetic mice alleviates acellular capillary formation.  Our results link the Kyn pathway to early diabetic endothelial cell loss in retinal capillaries, and open a new avenue to pursue therapeutics.
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